
	

Ina%vação	do	cromossomo	X		



♂ 

♀ 

Espécies	dioicas	=	apresentam	indivíduos	de	dois	sexos	(macho	e	fêmea)	

Dimorfismo	sexual:	
	

- 	Morfologia,	anatomia,	fisiologia	

-	Comportamento	
	

-	GenéDca	???	



Henking	(1891):	The	X	element	

Reproduzido	de	[1]	

Pyrrhocoris	apterus	

“[…]	That	is,	spermatozoa	are	of	two	kinds:	one	with	the	nucleolus	[the	X	element]	and	one	without.”	

11+X	11	

♂	



SuXon	(1902)	



Sistema	X0	

♀	homogaméDcas	=	produzem	dois	gametas	iguais	em	relação	ao	cromossomo	sexual	=	A
+X	e	A+X	

♂	heterogaméDcos	=	produzem	dois	gametas	diferentes	em	relação	ao	cromossomo	
sexual	=	A+X	e	A+0	

CarióDpo	do	Callimenus	macrogaster:	
22+XX	ou	22+X0	

Reproduzido	de	[2]	



Sistema	ZW	

♂	homogaméDcos	=	produzem	dois	gametas	iguais	em	relação	ao	cromossomo		
sexual	=	A+Z	e	A+Z	

♀	heterogaméDcas	=	produzem	dois	gametas	diferentes	em	relação	ao	cromossomo	
sexual	=	A+Z	e	A+W	

CarióDpo	de	Deroptyus	accipitrinus:	
22+ZW	ou	22+ZZ	

Reproduzido	de	[3]	



Sistema	XY	

♀	homogaméDcas	=	produzem	dois	gametas	iguais	em	relação	ao	cromossomo		
sexual	=	A+X	e	A+X	

♂	heterogaméDcos	=	produzem	dois	gametas	diferentes	em	relação	ao	cromossomo	
sexual	=	A+X	e	A+Y	

CarióDpo	humano	(Homo	sapiens):	
44+XX	ou	44+XY	



CitogenéDca	a	parDr	de	células	metafásicas	

Reproduzido	de	[4]	



Presença	de	“satélite	nucleolar”	no	núcleo	do	neurônio	do	hipoglosso	de	uma	gata	fêmea		
(Fig.	1)	vs.	ausência	desta	estrutura	nas	células	do	macho	(Fig.	2)	

Barr	e	Bertram	(1949)	

E	nas	células	interfásicas?	



Mas	por	que	um	dos	cromossomos	X	das	fêmeas	é	heterocromáDco,	ou	seja,	
transcricionalmente	inaDvo	?	

(1961,	1962)	

Mecanismo	de	compensação	de	dose	

Payer	e	Lee	(2008)	



Reproduzido	de	[6]	



Outros	mecanismos	de	compensação	de	dose:	Drosophila	e	C.	elegans	

Prestel	et	al.	2010	

macho	 hermafrodita	

macho	 fêmea	



nº	de	X	inaDvos	por	célula:	nº	total	de	X	–	1		

Brown	et	al.	(1991)	
Modificado	de	[5]	

Mecanismos	de	inaDvação	do	cromossomo	X:	contagem	

InaDvação	do	cromossomo	X	em	mamíferos	



Mecanismos	de	inaDvação	do	

cromossomo	X:	escolha	

	

A	inaDvação	do	X	ocorre	bem	no	início	

do	desenvolvimento	embrionário	e	

propaga-se	de	forma	clonal:	uma	vez	

determinado	o	X	a	ser	inaDvado,	as	

células	filhas	seguirão	o	mesmo	padrão	

Reproduzido	de	Strachan	e	Read	(2011)	



Gatas	com	pelagem	malhada:	mosaico	



Moisacismo	somaDco	
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after the separation from somatic cells, resulting in pure 
gonadal mosaicism.

Determining whether mosaicism for a mutation is 
present only in the germline or only in somatic tissues 
may be difficult because failure to find a mutation in a 
subset of cells from a readily accessible somatic tissue 
(e.g., peripheral white blood cells, skin, or buccal cells) 
does not ensure that the mutation is not present else-
where in the body, including the germline.

Segmental Mosaicism
A mutation affecting morphogenesis and occurring 
during embryonic development might be manifested as 
a segmental or patchy abnormality, depending on the 
stage at which the mutation occurred and the lineage of 
the somatic cell in which it originated. For example, 
neurofibromatosis 1 (NF1)      (Case 34)      is sometimes seg-
mental, affecting only one part of the body. Segmental 
NF1 is caused by somatic mosaicism for a mutation that 
occurred after conception. Although the parents of such 
a patient would be unaffected and considered not at risk 
for transmitting the mutant gene, a patient with segmen-
tal NF1 could be at risk for having an affected child, 
whose phenotype would be typical for NF1, that is, not 
segmental. Whether the patient is at risk for transmit-
ting the defect will depend on whether the mutation 
occurred before separation of germline cells from the 
somatic cell line that carries the mutation.

Germline Mosaicism
In pedigrees with germline mosaicism, unaffected indi-
viduals with no evidence of a disease-causing mutation 
in their genome (as evidenced by the failure to find the 
mutation in DNA extracted from their peripheral white 
blood cells) may still be at risk for having more  
than one child who inherited the mutation from them 

MOSAICISM

Although we are used to thinking of ourselves as being 
composed of cells that all carry exactly the same com-
plement of genes and chromosomes, this is in reality an 
oversimplified view. Mosaicism is the presence in an 
individual or a tissue of at least two cell lineages that 
differ genetically but are derived from a single zygote. 
Mutations that occur after conception in a single cell in 
either prenatal or postnatal life can give rise to clones 
of cells genetically different from the original zygote 
because, given the nature of DNA replication, the muta-
tion will persist in all the clonal descendants of that cell 
(Fig. 7-17). Mosaicism for numerical or structural 
abnormalities of chromosomes is a clinically important 
phenomenon (see Chapters 5 and 17), and somatic 
mutation is recognized as the major contributor to most 
types of cancer (see Chapter 15).

Mosaicism can affect any cells or tissue within a 
developing embryo or at any point after conception to 
adulthood, and it can be a diagnostic dilemma to deter-
mine just how widespread the mosaic pattern is. For 
example, the population of cells that carry a mutation 
in a mosaic pregnancy might be found only in extraem-
bryonic tissue and not in the embryo proper (confined 
placental mosaicism; see Chapter 17), might be present 
in some tissues of the embryo but not in the gametes 
(pure somatic mosaicism), might be restricted to the 
gamete lineage only and nowhere else (pure germline 
mosaicism), or might be present in both somatic lin-
eages and the germline—all depending on whether the 
mutation occurred before or after the separation of the 
inner cell mass, the germline cells, and the somatic cells 
during embryogenesis (see Chapter 17). Because there 
are approximately 30 mitotic divisions in the cells of the 
germline before meiosis in the female and several 
hundred in the male (see Chapter 2), there is ample 
opportunity for mutations to occur in germline cells 

Figure 7-17 Schematic representation of a 
mutation occurring after conception, during 
mitotic cell divisions. Such a mutation can 
lead to a proportion of cells carrying the 
mutation—that is, to either somatic or germ-
line mosaicism, depending on at what stage  
of embryonic or postnatal development the 
mutation occurred. 

Mutation

Mutated cells

Moisacismo	germinaDvo	
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autonomic nervous system. Patients with paragangli-
oma can also develop a catecholamine-producing tumor 
known as a pheochromocytoma, either in the adrenal 
medulla or in sympathetic ganglia along the vertebral 
column. A pedigree of one type of PGL family is shown 
in Figure 7-19. The striking observation is that, although 
both males and females can be affected, this is only if 
they inherited the mutation from their father and not 
from their mother. A male heterozygote who has inher-
ited his mutation from his mother will remain unaf-
fected throughout life but is still at a 50% risk for 
transmitting the mutation to each of his children, who 
are then at high risk for developing the disease.

DYNAMIC MUTATIONS:  
UNSTABLE REPEAT EXPANSIONS
In all of the types of inheritance presented thus far in 
this chapter, the responsible mutation, once it occurs, is 
stable when it is transmitted from one generation to the 
next; that is, all affected members of a family share the 
identical inherited mutation. In contrast, an entirely 
different class of genetic disease has been recognized, 
diseases due to dynamic mutations that change from 
generation to generation (see Chapter 4). These condi-
tions are characterized by an unstable expansion within 
the affected gene of a segment of DNA consisting of 
repeating units of three or more nucleotides that occur 
in tandem. Many such repeat units consist of three 
nucleotides, such as CAG or CCG, and the repeat will 
therefore be CAGCAGCAGCAG or CCGCCGCCG 
CCG. In general, genes associated with these diseases 
all have wild-type alleles that are polymorphic; that is, 
there is a variable number of repeat units in the normal 
population, as we saw in Chapter 4. As the gene is 
passed from generation to generation, however, the 
number of repeats can increase and undergo expansion, 
far beyond the normal polymorphic range, leading to 
abnormalities in gene expression and function. The dis-
covery of this unusual group of conditions has dispelled 
the orthodox notions of germline stability and provided 

(Fig. 7-18). The existence of germline mosaicism means 
that geneticists and genetic counselors must be aware of 
the potential inaccuracy of assuming that normal exami-
nation results and normal gene test results of the parents 
of a child with an autosomal dominant or X-linked 
phenotype means the child must be a new mutation. The 
impact of this possibility on risk assessment will be 
discussed further in Chapter 16.

PARENT-OF-ORIGIN EFFECTS ON 
INHERITANCE PATTERNS
Unusual Inheritance Patterns due  
to Genomic Imprinting
According to Mendel’s laws of heredity, a mutant allele 
of an autosomal gene is equally likely to be transmitted 
from a parent of either sex to an offspring of either sex; 
similarly, a female is equally likely to transmit a mutated 
X-linked gene to a child of either sex. Originally, little 
attention was paid to whether the sex of the parent had 
any effect on the expression of the genes each parent 
transmits. As discussed in Chapter 6, we now know, 
however, that in some genetic disorders, such as Prader-
Willi syndrome      (Case 38)      and Angelman syndrome, 
the expression of the disease phenotype depends on 
whether the mutant allele has been inherited from the 
father or from the mother, a phenomenon known as 
genomic imprinting. The hallmark of genomic imprint-
ing is that the sex of the parent who transmits the 
abnormality determines whether there is expression of 
the disorder in a child. This is very different from sex-
limited inheritance (described earlier in this chapter), in 
which expression of the disease depends on the sex of 
the child who inherits the abnormality.

Imprinting can cause unusual inheritance patterns in 
pedigrees, in that a disorder can appear to be inherited 
in a dominant manner when transmitted from one 
parent, but not the other. For example, the hereditary 
paragangliomas (PGLs) are a group of autosomal 
dominant disorders in which multiple tumors develop 
in sympathetic and parasympathetic ganglia of the  

Figure 7-18 Pedigrees demonstrating two affected siblings with the autosomal dominant disorder 
Marfan syndrome (Family A) and the X-linked condition Becker muscular dystrophy (Family B). 
In Family A, the affected children have the same point mutation inherited from their father, who 
is unaffected and does not carry the mutation in DNA from examined somatic tissues. He must 
have been a mosaic for the FBN1 mutation in his germline. In Family B, the affected children have 
the same point mutation inherited from their mother who is unaffected and does not carry the 
mutation in DNA from examined somatic tissues. She must have been a mosaic for the DMD 
mutation in her germline. 

No mutation

FBN1 mutation
Arg1137Pro

No mutation

DMD mutation
Ala68AspA B



Mecanismo(s)	de	inaDvação	do	cromossomo	X	



Genes	que	escapam	à	inaDvação	do	X	
	

Por	que	camundongas	39,X	são	normais	enquanto	mulheres	45,X	apresentam	síndrome	de	Turner?	

Cerca	de	15%	dos	genes	no	cromossomo	X	escapam	à	inaDvação	(e	outros	10%	exibem	inaDvação	variável)	
em	humanos,	enquanto	em	camundongos	este	número	é	de	apenas	3%	



Huynh	e	Lee	(2005)	

A	inaDvação	do	cromossomo	X	ocorre	de	maneira	aleatória?		
	

Os	cromossomos	X	provenientes	do	pai	e	da	mãe	têm	igual	probabilidade	de	serem	inaDvados?	



InaDvação	“imprintada”	do	X:	marsupiais	e	tecidos	murinos	extra-embrionários	
	

InaDvação	aleatória:	vantagem	adaptaDva	

Huynh	e	Lee	(2005)	


